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But what would Ed Wood be without Ed Wood? Why black people? His Hollywood dream seems dead,
staging poorly-reviewed plays and striking out with even the crummiest B-picture studios when pitching his
baby film project, a sex-change biopic. Imagine the joy in shooting tself-reflexive scenes with fictional sets on
actual movie sets, eloquently shooting new footage of once terrible footage by the real-life Wood that octopus
scene is priceless! There are no lines defining the difference between a ceiling and a wall. The camera tracks
with Vincent as he exits right, and a black foreground mask with abstract shaped holes comes into view,
eventually blacking out the scene. The spatial transformations continue as before, but here the cartoonish
gloom descends when the "dark" Vincent, clad in Edwardian lab coat and gloves, imagines hoisting his aunt
into a vat of boiling wax and performing Frankenstein-like experiments on his dog. Tim Burton successfully
brought together Gothic atmosphere and art to the American suburbs. It is used expressively and the effect is
pure mastery of cinematic craft. This strategy seems a conscious attempt to use that familiar to and structure to
establish a childlike, storybook world. Lenika Cruz is a senior associate editor at The Atlantic, where she
covers culture. Vincent, under the spell of Poe, imagines that his beautiful wife has been buried alive, a
reference to Poe's "Fall of the House of Usher. At one point, Burton recreates a newspaper jumpcut from
Citizen Kane, the very same scene where Wood sits in front of a Citizen Kane poster, while a Dracula poster
hangs to his right. One of the signature Burton camera moves is the high-angled tracking shot that glides and
weaves. Jim tells Chris the true nature of the mysterious process the Armitages are subjecting him to:
transplantation. Burton's use of pastiche is perhaps simply the easy result of an immature, struggling artist,
who finds imitation easier than finding his own voice. While Landau got the gold, equal credit belongs to
Depp, who unselfishly takes a role that was made to be overshadowed by his supporting cast. Universal
Pictures This post includes spoilers for the entirety of Get Out. I want those things you see through. Burton is
a man steeped in the history of art and his synthesising of different periods and eras is humorous and striking.
Burton was 24 when he made Vincent, so mirroring other texts may have freed him from serious consideration
of his own style while focusing his directorial efforts on other matters. Isolated and misunderstood in the
grand tradition of the romantic artist, Vincent engages the darker side of life via the screen personae of
Vincent Price, a figure associated with Poe through his roles in Roger Corman's Poe films of the s. With his
wife Martha Garrett, he has produced short clay animations for the Children's Television Workshop and
Nickelodeon. Done in stop motion animation, Vincent nevertheless looks surprisingly similar to a UPA
cartoon in the simplicity of its stylized design. Once this world is established, his use of pastiche allows
Vincent to click in and out of a darker mold that mixes Poe, Vincent Price films and expressionism, to adopt
the darker style of those works for tongue-in-cheek humor. Examples of this camera aesthetic can be seen in
every single film. This ransacking of pop culture places Burton among artists that are now conveniently if
ambiguously described as "postmodern. Designer Bill Hurtz once described that cartoon as a film "without
walls. Vincent wanders "dark hallways alone and tormented," he leans against a woman's torso. We want to
hear what you think about this article. Legacy Burton understands, possibly better than any modern director,
the struggle between artistic expression and commercial necessity. His oeuvre is rich in references to other
films e. As the protagonist of Get Out, Chris Washington tells a great deal of the story using only his eyes. A
cut on position brings the film back from his "dark hallways" to high key reality, returning Vincent to a
regular kid, leaning against his aunt, who pats him on the head.


